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User Contributions: Comment about this video, ask questions, or even start a discussion about the video topics.People browsing around a shop on tokyo's bustling yokohama road, on the first day of the new
year. Last year saw one of the most violent and bloody new year's ever with the onset of a nationwide knife crime epidemic. There were 2,298 stabbing incidents in 2017, an increase of 12 per cent from the

previous year. The number of attempted murder, which includes wounding and causing grievous bodily harm, rose by 15 per cent. In the capital, Tokyo, there were 333 reported incidents of violent crime.
Roughly one in nine of these incidents - including stabbings, robberies and assaults - were perpetrated by people known to the victim, according to police. The authorities responded by more than doubling

the deployment of'mobile groups', the equivalent of 'bobbies on the beat' but with better mobile communications, to areas where high-risk incidents were unfolding. Crime prevention officers and police
officers, in street patrols, pay particular attention to people who are drink- or drug-affected, in the hope they will not be targeted by those intent on robberies or attacks on the first day of the year. There

were also more patrols of the shrines or temples, Buddhist temples and Buddhist Shinto shrines, where people were most likely to be gathered. Police forces in Tokyo performed 3,000 arrests over the New
Year period. There were 10 homicides in the capital, a slight increase on the previous year. Most were drug-related offences, the head of Tokyo's Metropolitan Police force, Eiji Kawamura, told the press.
There were eight suicides, the fourth highest number in five years. Tokyo police said last year it was crucial to strengthen their efforts to reduce crime at shrines, particularly to the popular Kanda Myojin

shrine, one of the city's largest in terms of attendance. Police said they had deployed scores of officers to the shrine to prevent crimes such as defacing the shrine and harassing women. Ms Kawamura said a
police team of 30 officers raided a hostess bar in Tokyo's entertainment district, Akihabara, on New Year's Eve, where they found two young women in their 20s "juggling people" for money. The women were

arrested after a nightclub worker contacted the police. The two women were banned from being a hostesses in Aki c6a93da74d
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